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Deaths are listed if they can be put down to "Fortress Europe"
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List of 22.394 documented deaths of asylum seekers, refugees and migrants due to the restrictive policies of Fortress Europe
Documentation as on 19 June 2015 by UNITED

Death by Policy - Time for Change! Campaign information: 
Facebook: UNITED Against Refugee Deaths, UnitedAgainstRefugeeDeaths.eu, listofdeaths@unitedagainstracism.org, Twitter: @UNITED__Network #AgainstRefugeeDeaths

UNITED for Intercultural Action, European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees

Postbus 413 NL-1000 AK Amsterdam phone +31-20-6834778, fax 31-20-6834582, info@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org

The UNITED List of Deaths can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided source (www.unitedagainstracism.org) is mentioned. Researchers can obtain this list with more data in xls format from UNITED.
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name country of origin cause of death source

in Jun 03 1 N.N. India dead body found in a forrest not far from the border between Ukraine and Slovakia IRR
in Jun 03 2 N.N. unknown drowned, dead body found in Ceuta (E/MA), they tried to reach coast by swimming MUGAK
31/05/03 15 N.N. unknown reportedly drowned, after boat capsized during rescue attempt near Fuerteventura (E) Statewatch
17/05/03 1 N.N. (33, man) Congo rejected asylum seeker found dead in a bus shelter in Boxmeer (NL) MNS/ANP
15/05/03 4 N.N. (men) unknown drowned, bodies found in fishing net near Lampedusa (I) LR
07/05/03 1 Olga Blaskevica (29, woman) Latvia murdered by partner in Harmondsworth detention centre (GB), awaiting deportation CARF/Metropolitan Police/IRR/NCADC
06/05/03 5 N.N. (men) Morocco drowned, dead bodies found near he beach of Plage Ba Kacem, Tangier (MA) MUGAK
06/05/03 4 N.N. (women) Morocco drowned, dead bodies found near beach of Plage Ba Kacem, Tangier (MA) MUGAK
05/05/03 1 Liu Jin Wu (35, man) China suicide, denied access to interpreter, suffered from paranoid psychosis MNS/The Herald/NCADC/ERB/IRR
02/05/03 1 Nadim Hussaini (18, man) Afghanistan fell from bridge over M60, at Stockport (GB) after his asylum claim was rejected IRR

in May 03 1 N.N. (minor) Morocco suffocated, trapped on the border-fence in Melilla (E/MA) SOS 
01/05/03 1 N.N. unknown drowned, found floating near Lampedusa (I) TL
26/04/03 1 N.N. unknown dead body found in a boat intercepted in the Gulf of Cadiz (E) MUGAK
25/04/03 2 N.N. unknown drowned after shipweck in Lanzarote (E) MUGAK
in Apr 03 10 N.N. unknown dead bodies found in the coasts of Lanzarote (E) SOS 
in Apr 03 76 N.N. Sub-Saharan Africa drowned, dead bodies found on the beach in Tarifa (E) SOS 
25/03/03 1 N.N. (32, man) Iraq asylum seeker, set fire to himself in Diever (NL) after being caught stealing MNS/VK
in Mar 03 12 N.N. Africa dead bodies found in the touristic area of Costa Teguise (E) SOS 
in Mar 03 1 N.N. Somalia blown in  minefield at the border between Turkey and Greece IRR
28/02/03 1 N.N.(26, man) India dead body found near Kam’yanytsya (UA) few meters from UA-SK border NOB
28/02/03 7 N.N. Comoros drowned near Kanikeli after small boat capsized on way to Mayotte (F) Mayotte sans frontires
25/02/03 1 N.N. (man) Mali or Gabon stowaway, fell from plane wheelbay under flight path to airport near Paris (F) MNS
24/02/03 1 Sarkawat Hussein (18, man) Iraq crushed to death trying to climb lorry in Calais (F) ferry terminal on his way to GB AFP/MNS/NO
23/02/03 1 N.N. (young man) Iraq hit by lorry in Calais (F), trying to reach Great-Britain as a stowaway Vivre 
22/02/03 1 Djedjik Fatiha (39) Algeria suicide, hanged herself with scarf in police cel in Emmen (NL) in fear of deportation DVHN
20/02/03 12 N.N. Sub-Saharan-Africa died of thirst/hunger after 14 days at sea, going from Morocco to Fuerteventura (E) PUB/NOB/MUGAK
12/02/03 1 Osuigwe C. Kenechukwu (22) Nigeria died of lack of medical care in refugee transit centre Thurhof in Oberbüren (CH) Vivre/MNS/Indymedia/Augen auf/
07/02/03 18 N.N. unknown reportedly drowned after being lost at sea near Fuerteventura (E) IRR
03/02/03 1 N.N. Sub-Saharan Africa drowned, tried to swim to Spain body found floating in a bay south of Ceuta (E/MA) MNS
in Feb 03 2 N.N. Morocco suffocated, stowaway in a bus on a ferry going from Nador (MA) to Almería (E) SOS 
in Feb 03 3 N.N. (men) Sub-Saharan-Africa drowned, trying to reach Melilla (E/MA) swimming from Beniezar (MA), cold sea fatal SOS 
in Feb 03 1 N.N. unknown stowaway, died attempting to disembark from a boat in Motril-Granada (E) IRR
31/01/03 1 Mikhail Bognarchuk (42, man) Ukraine suicide, found hanged with his shoelaces in toilet at Haslar removal Centre (GB) IRR/NCADC/CARF/MNS
23/01/03 2 N.N. Turkey stowaways fell out of wheel-bay in China, hid in wrong plane in France MNS
19/01/03 6 N.N. Iraq frozen to death in drifting boat near S.M. di Leuca (I) coming from Turkey MNS/Vivre/AFP/AP/TL
19/01/03 26 N.N. Nigeria drowned while trying to reach the Canary Islands (E) from Morocco MNS/Vita
19/01/03 23 N.N. unknown died of hypothermia on a drifting boat near Leuca (I) coming from Turkey MNS/Vivre/AFP/AP/TL
19/01/03 16 N.N. Morocco reportedly drowned near Tangir after boat sank trying to reach Spain (E) BBC
18/01/03 1 Mariame Getu Hagos (25, man) Somalia died of asphyxhiation during deportation from Paris (F) to Johannesburg (SA) NCADC/AI/AN/VK/Vivre/MNS/borderzerolist/IND/JT/Statewatch/MUGAK/IRR/ BBC
18/01/03 2 N.N. unknown dead bodies found on the beach in Motril (E) MUGAK
18/01/03 4 N.N. Sub-Saharan Africa drowned near Fuerteventura (E) after shipwreck of a boat trying to reach Canary Islands (E)
17/01/03 19 N.N. Sub-Saharan-Africa drowned near Tangier (MA) hoping to reach Spain clandestinely by sea MNS/Vivre/MUGAK
16/01/03 1 N.N. unknown dead body found in the beach of Ceuta (E/MA) MUGAK
15/01/03 14 N.N. unknown drowned when small boat sank near Canary Island of Fuerteventura (E) MNS/ Spits/ AFP
14/01/03 1 Foussini Baraya (31, man) Burkina Faso suffocated in his vomit, seriously ill in border prison Amsterdam South-East (NL) VK/AC/AFVIC/CW/demo
13/01/03 2 N.N. Sub-Saharan Africa stowaways, died after creeping into the hold of a Cypriot ship bound for Cadiz (E) IRR/MUGAK
12/01/03 9 N.N. Africa drowned, boat sank on its way to Spain near Fuerteventura (E) NOB
12/01/03 5 N.N. Africa reportedly drowned when boat sank near Fuerteventura (E) NOB
09/01/03 6 N.N. Iraq died of hypopthermia on a Greek boat headed to Italy IRR/Vita
09/01/03 23 N.N. Iraq reportedly drowned near S.M. di Leuca (I) in attempt to reach Italy on a Greek boat Vita
09/01/03 1 Said B. (29) Morocco mortally hit by bus in Ceuta (E) EP
08/01/03 3 N.N. (± 25) India died of exhaustion after journey through mountains between Slovakia-Ukraine NOB/Mumbaicentral
08/01/03 1 Said B. (29, man) Morocco died after being run down while attempting to hide under a coach in Ceuta (E/MA) IRR/MUGAK
04/01/03 2 N.N. Burundi died on Thracian (TR/GR) border straying into marked minefield in thick fog KI
02/01/03 3 N.N. Morocco died of toxic inhalation in fire deliberately started in police prison in Malaga (E) MNS/MUGAK/APDHA
02/01/03 7 N.N. Algeria/Morocco drowned, boat crashed on rocks sank near Tarifa off southern coast of Spain VK/AP/DPA/AFP/Statewatch/MUGAK
02/01/03 10 N.N. unknown reportedly drowned after shipwreck in the Strait of Gibraltar, near Tarifa (E) MLKO
02/01/03 1 N.N. (man) Palestine died of toxic inhalation during arson attack at a police station in Malaga (E) MNS/MUGAK/APDHA
in Jan 03 5 N.N. (men) unknown drowned, dead bodies found on beaches on Dodecanese island Symi in Greece KI/IRR
in Jan 03 1 N.N. (man) unknown drowned, corpse found on beach on the island Evia in Greece KI
in Jan 03 1 David Mamedor (45) Georgia Kurd, suicide in Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock (D) after rejection of asylum application WB/FR-NRW/NW/MNS
in Jan 03 1 N.N. (woman) unknown drowned, found dead on beach on Symi island (GR) KI/IRR

in 2003 1 Olivier (±20, man) Niger suffocated, ate money to pay smugglers to avoid robbery at military check in Agadez(Niger) LESP
30/12/02 1 Ricardo Barrientos (54) Argentina died of cardiac arrest during deportation from Paris (F) to Buenos Aires (ARG) NCADC/AI/NOB/AN/Vivre/AFP/borderzerolist/LeMonde/JT/IND/MUGAK/ ST
28/12/02 1 Zafar Mohammad (16, man) Afghanistan suicide, set himself on fire at Gribskov refugee centre (DK), in fear of deportation. ERB
27/12/02 3 N.N. Morocco burnt at pol.st. in Malaga.Ref. started fire after 2days detention.Pol.didn’t open doors SOS/MUGAK/APDHA
26/12/02 7 N.N. unknown drowned after overcrowded boat coming from MA capsized near Tarifa (E) IRR
25/12/02 4 N.N. unknown drowned, when inflatable dinghy sank off the coast of the island Chios (GR) AP
25/12/02 4 N.N. unknown reportedly drowned,dinghy sank off the coast of the island Chios (GR) AP
24/12/02 1 N.N. (2, girl) Iraq Kurd, drowned trying to swim ashore when boat sank near coast of Corfu (GR) MNS/AP
24/12/02 1 Sirous Khajehb (29, man) Iran suicide, found hanged in Huddersfield (GB), wrongly told asylum claim was refused IRR/YT/NCADC
24/12/02 1 N.N. (man) Iraq Kurd, drowned trying to swim ashore when boat sank near coast of Korfu (GR) MNS/AP
19/12/02 10 N.N. Iraq/Afghanistan drowned, 2 vessels got caught in a storm off the island Evia (GR) MNS/AP
19/12/02 10 N.N. Iraq/Afghanistan reportedly drowned, when 2 vessels got gaught in a storm of the island Evia (GR) MNS/AP
16/12/02 1 N.N. (young man) Iraq found death by police under a truck at toll station of Saint-Omer (F) near Calais NOB/Telegraaf
13/12/02 1 N.N. Africa died of exhaustion after long trek, found near Greek village at GR-TR border NOB
02/12/02 1 N.N. (±12, boy) Ghana stowaway, found frozen in undercarriage of plane from Ghana at Heathrow (GB) GuardianUn/Annanova/Telegraph/Myjoyonline/IRR/IstitutoInnocenti/NCAs
02/12/02 1 Immanuel Duah (±12, boy) Ghana stowaway, found frozen in undercarriage of plane from Ghana at Heathrow (GB) GuardianUn/Annanova/Telegraph/Myjoyonline/IRR/NCAs/IstitutoInnocenti
01/12/02 44 N.N. Gambia/Ghana/Somalia drowned after boat sank on the way from Bodrum (TR) to Kos (GR) IRR/TL/Vita

in Dec 02 1 Mahmot Slav (18, man) Iraq stowaway, died after attempt of jumping off a bound truck in Patras (GR) IRR
in Dec 02 4 N.N. Romania stowaways, found dead in a shipping container due to depart from Livorno (I) IRR


